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What makes a good reader?

The main purpose of reading is to build a visual image of the 
text. 

Decode

Word Reading

Comprehension

Listening Reading



What is Phonics?

A method of teaching people to 
read by correlating sounds with 
symbols in an alphabetic writing 
system.



Why do we teach phonics?

Phonics gives children a 
strategy to help them read and 
write words



How do we teach phonics?

Phonics is taught in a systematic 
and synthetic way through a daily 
four-part phonics lesson 



Six Phases

Phase 1: Mainly pre school

Phases 2, 3 and 4: Reception 
and Year 1

Phase 5: Year 1

Phase 6: Year 2



Phase 2

Initial 
sounds 

Blending for 
reading

Segmenting for 
spelling



Phase 3

• Remaining initial 
sounds

• Sounds made from 2 letter

• Middle vowel sounds – 2 letter 
digraphs or 3 letter trigraphs 

• Blending and Segmenting



Phase 4

• No new sounds

• Focus on adjacent consonants

• Learn what vowels are and then 
ccvc and cvcc words

• Focus on reading and writing 
longer words e.g. lunchbox 



Phase 5

• Remaining sounds made from 2 or 3 
letters (digraphs or trigraphs) 

• Split digraph sounds

• Alternative pronunciation e.g. soft c 
or ie for pie and ie for chief. 

• Remaining middle 
vowel  sounds



Phase 6

• Spelling Patterns

• Suffixes and Prefixes









60% accuracy 

I libbled spig in the croopit on a Morflip
hicklepulg. It was filp after we yambled into 

Huphlup Greep. The webble was yisking. 
Blord had ippen we’d be yambling just in 
shrud for the exime. Troosey ugo was 

there. Just me. The greks were inside the 
volda with Yabba Hoost, mirriming about 

the diggle. 



90% accuracy 

I libbled him in the garage on a 
Sunday holfding. It was the day after 
we moved into Falconer Greep. The 
winter was ending. Mum had said we’d 
be moving just in shrud for the 
spring. Troosey else was there. Just 
me. The others were inside the house 
with Yabba Death, worrying about 
the baby. 



I libbled him in the garage on a Sunday 
morning. It was the day after we moved 
into Falconer Greep. The winter was 
ending. Mum had said we’d be moving just 
in time for the spring. Troosey else was 
there. Just me. The others were inside the 
house with Doctor Death, worrying about 
the baby. 





 Give children ‘Find It’ questions and ‘Prove It’ questions. 

 ‘Find It’ questions are literal questions – what colour was the 
ball? 

 ‘Prove It’ involves inference and deduction – why was the boy 
sad? 

 Develop understanding of ‘causal inference’ 

 The girl standing beside the lady was wearing a red dress. 

Q:What colour dress was the girl wearing? 

 Katie took a drink out of her bag. The apple juice was cool 
and refreshing. 

Q: What was Katie’s drink? 

 Always ask children to refer back to the text 



 Talk around the text, 
 Finding a good time to read,
 Ask questions,
 Offer your own ideas, 
 Encourage, 
 Support school reading, 
 Read a range of things! 
 Refer to the new bookmarks,
 Spot the phonic sounds in the books,
 Talk about the meaning of words,
 Model being a reader yourself!






